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About This Game

Caligo is a small atmospheric walking simulator. It's an interactive story where you mainly have to look and listen.

Caligo is the darkness everyone descends into one way or another, and to each of us it's something different. For some it's a
short but exciting adventure, some will see it as a place to relax. Yet others will be reminded of their worst nightmare, while for

a few, it might come as a revelation. One thing is certain however: everyone will have to answer one big question.

What you'll find there:
- Various characters - each will have their own connection to the story

- Unusual settings, each with its own unique atmosphere
- 100% voiced dialogs which actually make sense and which will eventually form the full story of the protagonist

- A choice that'll help understand yourself better
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This game is pretty much a carbon copy of the first game, Sparkle Unleashed.

My opinion of this game remains the same as my opinion on the first game.

The art is dull, the game-play is dull, everything is pretty much dull and boring.
The only thing that is not dull in this game is the voice acting. The voice actor has an amazing voice and is very talented in his
storytelling.

Nothing new really happens to the game-play throughout the entire game except for the power-ups you unlock which are not
unique, their pretty much the same power-ups every Match-3 game ever had.

There are heaps of other Match 3 games miles ahead of this one in quality, game-play and... pretty much every aspect.

This game, along with Sparkle Unleashed, feel like the core game-play and mechanics has been stolen from Zuma.. DLC as
Illusion was great and should be the way for rest DLCs. But this one is just too short. i love the cinema and tv screen feature and
the radio , the content is great
but there is no anymore hologram , the mansion do empty about no possible elements to move and no hologram anymore it is
like if we were lost on a desert island even we still have radio and tv and cinema
so to resume , nice Mansion and vr but empty ,no interaction in the exeption of the tv and cinema screen and windows and radio
and nothing other. What an absolutely splendid loco to drive.
It comes with some new features for the advanced mode, one is simulating the flow of oil to the cylinders when drifting, another
is being able to remove a broken gauge glass and replace it with a new one. This last one can only happen if you wish it to occur
in a scenario by placing a marker somewhere on the track.
I have completed two of the available scenarios and thoroughly enjoyed the run.. What a delicious pack .
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Well, i try this...and i tought that is longer,and i can say that more than a half you just click next,next...i will like to see this type
of games to be longer and maybe more choisses to make and to add,for example to a futuristic storie a cyberpunk interface, to
be more.....colour... Horrible, controls don't work, vr is the worst for this game, voice acting made my ears bleed and the game
looks like garbage graphically. Unless you like trash avoid this game at all costs. I have played thousands of games on steam and
this is near the bottom of the list...... This game is one of the most immersive games I've played in a long time. It's really a learn
as you go game, and it has all the elements of a dungeon crawl. DoTE gets you thinking: Should I stock up on resources or is the
floor too dangerous to risk it? Should I save food to recruit another character or save the food for healing? The game did have a
bug that prohibited generation of modules, but that got fixed and is the only bad experience I had with the game. I also like the
pixel graphics and unlocking concept art. Completely satisfied that I got this game for a steal.. This software is simple to use,
nicely featured and produces fantastic quality videos with little-to-no stress to the system or slowdown in what you're playing.
Highly recommended especially while on sale.. Before writing anything else I think that it's important to say that I enjoy these
games from the "Choice of" game company. Choice of Robots was the first, and so far, the best of these games that I've played.
Most of these games run from quite good to merely okay, but this was truly a bad experience where the fact that it's also the
shortest of any of these games I've played is actually a point in its favor.

If you're familiar with any of the titles from this publisher you know it's they joy of the old "choose your own adventure" books
but with more elements, like choices only being available if you're skilled enough in a certain area or have enough available
funds, etc. They've generally been pretty good light reading and a very few, like the aforementioned Choice of Robots, actually
explore interesting ideas and tell good stories with deeper themes. A couple excellent multi-part books have even come out. I
would not want to encourage someone to skip the entire genre, but I can only imagine that starting with this game would do just
that.

To start with, whatever you may have been thinking from the store page, you are basically a fighter pilot. At the very beginning
you are forcibly recruited into the military in a one-man multipurpose craft that seems to be, to borrow from Star Wars,
somewhere between an X-Wing and the Millenium Falcon. The game calling you a "captain" is an overstatement, you're a pilot,
no one would call Biggs "captain" of his fighter craft. As a member of the military you go through your recruitment and then a
couple of missions where you learn about and can affect the outcome of the war between humanity and the uncreatively named
"Blobs." Along the way you meet throughly uninteresting characters that are all one-dimensional and stick to a single trope.
Your AI companion is the most boring kind of sarcastic and wears his disdain for humanity on his sleeve. His dialogue comes
off as if someone played "Knights of the Old Republic" and tried to duplicate HK-47 but lacked any sense of comedic wit.
Salizar, the high-ranking member of the special forces group that recruits you is completley unbelievable as a character,
especially given his role towards the end of the story that I will not spoil, though any keen reader will see coming well in
advance. He is bumbling and his wonky speech pattern is downright distracting and there is never anything in the narrative that
explains why he holds his rank and position as everyone from fellow pilots to the local general alike badmouth him.

Finally the overall poor writing quality causes some sections and choices in the game to break any sense of immersion. There is
literally a choice where you can take the aforementioned Salizar at his word where the choice literally says, "I'll just accept what
he's saying and miss out on the exposition that makes all this make sense." Later another option cautions you against a choice
where the options are "Oh, I thought some Deus Ex Machina would save me, nevermind" or "Okay, game over then."
References to other science fiction shows are completley hamfisted and no more clever than saying "hey, that other better
product exists." For example, one mission has you tasked with delivering a diplomatic parcel and as you leave someone says,
"Ah, delivering something, Phillip J. Fry would be proud." None of them are any more clever. Swearing is also entire replaced
by the word "Space" no matter what the context.

So in summary, as this product itself would phrase it, Great Space this game is awful, you would do well to avoid this Space-
damned game.. Kaiju Offensive is an amazing fun game that will bring you enjoyment for hours! I highly recommend this game
to anyone!. I'll recomend it after the fix duels and the other crazy thing -> they could understand live without facebook. Steam
has privacy of everything or everyday.
But that baffles me when you play a game which has complex stragedy almost like online risk.
That game was more fun this one there you could go and conqueror live players this one your stuck in limbo doing what tutorial
asks you do never leveling up your castle to rank 2. Which baffles me, there no opt out of tutorial from steam, seems to gold
spending game, as everyone puts it spend to win.

I tried to figure it out why. labeled this stragedy maybe they should relabel it money making scheme sort of game. Eventually
you do if you don't spend anything on free time you earn 35 gold it doesn't really help try to use it get silver that way.
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8 hours to up rank your castle and then bandits and like assault you while your away seems kind of fishy.

Dueling is never fixed, if they fix it they could alert the players say hey we fixed dueling so no need to leave our game.
No update on that means they either abandoned it or left us to wander and play viking outposts seems be where people at, save
your gold for that.

Don't spend it on changing the seaons which 35 gold and 5,10, 15 for advisor he helpful yes but still spending time with him
means you have to have him for battles so you don't loose.

I do believe there aren't achievements in this game that is missing, so you not gain anything playing it not even cards.
Which would been cool..but that just me putting it out there.

Game overall experience 75% wish it was better Graphics really cool, sound too, It kind of reminded me of Game of thrones
without crazy aspect of it.. started working on an advanced update or a sequel?. It feels good when you move. It feels good when
you hit the ball. It feels great when you get a point. This game is a great feeling good time.. This game has a bug where you can't
continue after talking to the Woman in the Hat. There are at least two conversation options this happens in, one optional, one
mandatory. Judging by the achievement list it doesn't happen to everyone, but I am at least the second person to experience it, as
there is a forum thread from a month ago on the topic.

Even if it was bug free I cannot recommend this game. There are six people to interact with and you just go from one to the
other as instructed and do whatever you are given options to do. There is no characterisation and no descriptions, just options.
There is no background to your character or any of the others. The translation into English is rather strange. The background
music is basically elevator music and has little variation. The game looks good, but there are only six locations in the whole
game -- unless I haven't seen something in the chapter that I could not get to due to the bug.

If this game was priced at 99 cents, it might be considered a decent demo of what a full game from this company could be. As a
supposedly complete game in itself, it's not worth buying. And it has a game-ending bug.
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